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Luxembourg calls on NATO to discuss the Turkish invasion
Luxembourg Foreign Minister Jean Asselborn called NATO to discuss the Turkish invasion in
Northern Syria against Kurds.
Asselborn spoke in a meeting of Foreign Ministers held in the NATO offices in Brussels and
said, “NATO is a club where democratic values are respected. When clouds come out, there
must be a discussion.”
Asselborn added: “We need to be able to discuss all issues within the NATO freely. The
ministers meeting is not a record safe of discussions among ambasadors.”
According to the AFP, many NATO member countries want Turkey’s invasion in Northern
Syria to be opened to discussion. This invasion is seen as “a factor of tensions and concerns”.
Controversial topics were left out in the February meeting of NATO member states’ foreign
ministers. But with the Turkish state invasion of Afrin in March, Luxembourg had protested
harshly.
During his speech in the meeting, Asselborn said: “Kurds from the YPG aided the international
coalition and US forces, and they liberated Raqqa. This can’t be conflated with the terrorists,”
implicating Turkey which considers YPG a “terrorist organization”.
Jean Asselborn stated that he has received support from several of his counterparts on opening
the Turkish state invasion to discussion.1

11 Yezidis kidnapped from Afrin
An activist group has reported that its sources confirmed "11 Yezidi civilians" were kidnapped
by gunmen in Afrin. "[T]en vehicles carrying masked gunmen stormed houses and arrested
people. The group later released a man named Hanan Prem after torturing him and demanding
a ransom of $25,000 for his release," Yazda wrote in a statement on Friday…
"Yazidi civilians from Qatma village near Afrin were taken by militia members to an unknown
destination [on Thursday]," according to Yazda.
Yazda is a Yezidi activist group based in the Kurdistan Region and the United States with
several international offices… "Yazda calls on Turkey, the United Nations, and the
international community, including involving security actors in this region, to search for and
liberate kidnapped Yazidi civilians immediately," wrote the organization.
Nadia Murad, Yezidi activist and UN Goodwill Ambassador who escaped from ISIS captivity,
tweeted that more must be done for Yezidis to return to their homeland in Shingal. "We lost
Naji Barjas in Sinjar by an IED left behind by ISIS. He returned to his home and the bomb
exploded. We continue 2 call on Iraq and the international community to de-mine Yazidi areas.
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Sinjar needs to be a priority-350,000 Yazidis are living in IDP camps and they need to go
home," she tweeted on Saturday morning…2

Turkish soldiers shoot two citizens from Rojava
The invading Turkish soldiers on the Girê Spî border line shot and wounded two citizens
working in their fields.

The invading Turkish soldiers positioned on the Girê Spî Canton border line targeted citizens
working in their fields in the Silûkê district border line. Among the citizens the soldiers raked,
senior citizen Dendî Reşo Muslim and Xelûf Mihemed Îsa were wounded.
The wounded were taken to the Girê Spî Hospital by nearby citizens.3

SDF: Our forces recaptured villages the regime entered
SDF: After the Syrian army and its militias launched an attack on the positions of our forces in
the countryside of Deir Al-Zour in order to disrupt the campaign of Asefat AL-Jazeera (island
storm) and the fight against terrorism, our forces reacted to the offensive and clashed with the
regime’s army and militias supported by the Russian side.
The Syrian regime forces entered four villages in Deir Al-Zour and declared their control over
them. However, our forces launched a counter attack, and regained control over the four
villages and drove the regime forces away.4
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Kurdish Liberal calls on international community to send
investigative committees, peacekeepers to Afrin
The Kurdish Liberal Union denounced the continuation of the Turkish aggression against the
areas of North Syria in general and Afrin in particular. It called on the international community
to send special committees to investigate the violations of Turkey and its mercenaries against
Afrin people and to send international peacekeepers to ensure the return of Afrin people to their
homes and stop the demographic change practiced by Turkey.
The political body of the Liberal Union issued a statement to the public opinion in this regard
saying, "In plain sight, especially the Arab countries which used to emphasize, in their meetings
and conferences, the need to preserve the national sovereignty of each state, the Turkish
occupation forces and IS mercenaries invaded the northern areas of Syria in 2014 and occupied
Jrablos and al-Bab, and because the Turkish state wants to restore the Ottomans' glory and their
Milli charter, in January 20, 2018, it shelled Afrin that lasted for 58 days with heroic resistance,
and the resistance continues through the special heroic operations targeting the mercenaries of
Turkey from the terrorist factions and soldiers of the occupation state, yes Afrin was occupied,
but it did not and will not fall.
We, in the Kurdistan Liberal Union, strongly condemn this brutal aggression on the northern
areas of Syria, and demand sending special committees to investigate the violations of Turkey
and its mercenaries against our brothers, and we call for sending international peacekeeper
forces to ensure the return of our people in Afrin and its districts to their homes.”5

MSD calls for international action against war crimes in Afrin
The Democratic Syrian Council (MSD) held a press conference on the inhuman behaviours
carried out by the occupying Turkish state and its affiliated gang groups in Northern Syria.
Members of the MSD Presidency Council and a large number of journalists attended the
meeting held in the Assembly building in Qamishlo.
Speaking at the meeting, MSD Co-Chairperson Ilham Ehmed recalled that the invading
Turkish state launched its occupation attacks on Afrin at a time when attempts were under way
to resolve the war in Syria. A war which is entering its 8th year.
‘Crimes against humanity committed in Afrin’
Indicating that the attacks of the Turkish state aimed to destroy the culture and history of the
peoples of the region, Ehmed added: "After the occupying Turkish state forced the people of
the region to leave their homes, they moved the families of their gangs to Afrin, thus trying to
change the demographic structure of the region. So far, the Turkish state, which has “planted”
some 4,000 gang members in Afrin, has not stopped plundering the properties and homes of
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civilian people. The Turkish state is violating all international laws in Afrin, and is guilty of
crimes against humanity”.
Reaction to silence
Ehmed went on underlining the attempt by the Turkish state to force the Yezidi people living
in the region to forcibly become Muslims, while at the same time it abducting and raping
women.
"Furthermore, in Afrin they have begun giving education in Turkish in the schools. The Turkish
state also established a council made up of foreigners. Unfortunately, we have to underline that
the international community remains silent despite of all these abuses and crimes carried out
in the city”.
UN Responsibility
Ilham Ehmed emphasized that over 200 thousand Afrin citizens, forcibly displaced and by the
Turkish state and gang groups, have settled in Shehba Canton and are struggling to survive
under very difficult conditions.
"Again, 60 thousand students in the city were deprived of their education rights. Many Afrin
citizens also lost their lives while leaving their homes. The UN hold their share of responsibility
on this”, she said.
Ehmed, who called on the lawyers in Syria to document the crimes against humanity and
inhuman practices implemented by the Turkish state, said: "We are calling on the international
community to fulfil its duty and take responsibility for the inhuman practices in the region”.
Furthermore, Ehmed insisted that the international humanitarian organizations and the
international community should pay attention to the list of conditions needed to fulfil in order
to solve the situation of the people of Afrin as well as and the war in Syria as soon as possible:
"1. All decisions made in the international area to stop the war in Syria should be put into
practice as soon as possible.
2. Basic needs and health supplies should be delivered to the people of Afrin as soon as
possible.
3. The demographic change policy in Afrin must be stopped as soon as possible and the people
of Afrin must return to their homes.
4. The occupation forces in the region must be removed. Again, the invading Turkish state's
military forces in the villages of Bab, Jarablus, Azaz, Afrin, Idlib, Hama and Homs should be
removed immediately from the region. The occupation carried out by the invading Turkish
state has meant some 600 thousand civilians have been displaced. Programmes should be
carried out in order to return the civilians to their homes under supervision by international
forces in these regions.
5.Turkish intervention in the internal affairs of Syria must be stopped.
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6. The war in Syria must be resolved within the framework of international law and through
political work with the participation of all national forces.
7.Russia should pressure on its allies that hinder the Operation Cizire Storm”.
Ending her speech, Ilham Ehmed said: "We are ready to work with all national forces in a
democratic way for the liberation of Syria based on the co-existence and brotherhood of
peoples”.6

Life goes on in Manbij in spite of semi-siege conditions and
Turkish threats
Syria’s seven-year civil war and Turkey’s incursion into Afrin has the town of Manbij on high
alert. But despite constant threats and siege-like conditions, residents say life must continue as
normal.
“Thanks to Allah the circumstances are good,” one resident told Rudaw. “There is movement
amongst the people. We spend our days in cafeterias smoking hookah. The bazaar is very busy.
The situation is very good.”
External threats from the Syrian regime and armed opposition groups have taken their toll on
the free movement of trade. Traders describe the difficulty of importing goods and
commodities.
“Movement in the market is acceptable. It is not solely the political conditions that affect
movement in the market. The situation of the agriculture has also affected the market. This
year the situation was like this. We hope it will improve so that the market improves,” one
trader told Rudaw.
Alongside the inhabitants of the city there are thousands of refugees from southern and central
Syria. These refugees are threatened with displacement yet again.
“The rich lead good lives. The poor and the impoverished are suffering. Thanks to Allah work
is good, but the conditions of the refugees are very bad. In the market the condition of refugees
are very bad, but thanks to Allah there is movement in the market,” a laborer told Rudaw…7

Global Action Day against Turkish occupation of Kurdistan
Another appointment to put on the agenda of protests against the Turkish policies of all outwar against Kurdistan and the Kurdish people.
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The date is 26 May which has been announced as Global Action Day against Turkish
occupation of Kurdistan.

Among the first signatories are #DefendAfrin Platform; Prof. Kariane Westrheim chairperson
EU Turkey Civic Commission, Professor at the University of Bergen. Former Rafto Board
Member; Rev, Fr. Joe Ryan, Chair of the Westminster Justice and Peace Commission (UK)...
In the manifesto launching the Global Action Day, the signatories underlined that “The
Erdogan government has taken the colonial ambitions of the Turkish state to a whole new level.
It now aims to destroy all the gains made by the Kurds in both the South and West of Kurdistan.
If this is not achievable, then they would like to lay siege to the Kurdish territories and suffocate
them”…8

Pro-Turkish forces abduct Kurdish journalist in Afrin
Turkish backed Syrian opposition groups have kidnapped a Kurdish journalist in Afrin,
according to a local source. Ahmed Shafi Bilal has been missing for two weeks, a local source
told Rudaw on Tuesday, and no one has knowledge of his whereabouts.
Bilal managed to post a video of himself on Facebook, which the source says showed he was
abducted by Turkey’s Syrian proxy fighters of the Mashaal Tamo Regiment, a part of the Free
Syrian Army (FSA). The video is no longer on his Facebook page.
The source, who requested anonymity, said Bilal had been forced to record the Facebook live
video according on orders from the group’s leader, Abu Mariam al-Haskawi.
The group did not reveal any information on the Afrin native’s location, and FSA media has
made no mention of Bilal’s capture. His last Facebook post was on March 27. It read:
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“violation, violation, violation” with a sad face emoji above two trees separated by a broken
heart emoji.9

Communal life in villages of Qamishlo
In the villages of the Shexo region near Qamishlo in Rojava, people are organizing and caring
for themselves. "Solve your problems yourself and do not wait for others to do it" - under this
motto, the villagers in the Shexo region of Qamishlo canton organize themselves into
communities based on equal living.
The residents cover their needs for vegetables, fruits, bread and dairy products through their
own production and are in this respect completely independent of the markets of the city. In
the village there is a common fund, from which everyone can benefit on occasions such as
illnesses, deaths and weddings. This fund is mainly used by economically ill-posed residents
in emergencies.
As 80-year-old Mihemed Elî Kûtê told the ANHA news agency, all villagers pay monthly into
the fund according to their financial resources. "Our village was founded about 100 years ago,
and since then, social ethics and traditions have been preserved," says Kûtê. The people from
the surrounding villages have also taken a look at this lifestyle and are in the process of building
a similar communal life.
The way of life in the Shexo region is an exemplary model for developing democraticparticipative system in northern Syria. The aim is to create municipalities and councils in all
villages and neighborhoods in which living together is organized. In this way, the entire
population participate directly in political and social decisions.10

Kobane rebuilds, step-by-step without international aid
In January 2015, the world gave ISIS its first major defeat – proving the strength and
determination of the Kurdish forces backed by the international coalition.
That victory left more than 3,200 buildings destroyed or damaged. Donors pledged funds to
help with reconstruction at international conferences, but the people of Kobane say they
haven’t received the promised help to rebuild.
“ISIS destroyed our houses. The mortars hit here. Can’t you see? We have patched everywhere
and done what we can without anyone helping us,” Kobane resident Meliha Mohammed told
Rudaw.
Another bemoaned the cost of building materials. It is through the determination of the people
that their city is coming back to life. “We will work and build our house, step-by-step,” said
Mohammed Miso.11
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